Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Human head is difficult to model even using normal 3D modeling software [4] hence the reconstruction of human face is being studied in last few decades [5] [9] . The humans can perceive the 3D shape of a 2D image by just looking at it, even if the object in the image is completely new to the eye. The human eye signals the brain about the object through a nerve signal and from this nerve signal, the brain creates the 3D shape of the 2D object [4] . The same process is used for 3D generation in real life. The knowledge of image processing can help to simplify the face recognition and allow prediction of appearance under novel viewing conditions. Human face identification is a challenging task due to uniqueness of human face. Landmark feature is a subset of face like eyes, nose, lips, ears, cheeks which has unique function to perform. Facial signature is the shape of face generated by combining all facial landmark together. Facial signature is generated by the landmark features through which human face can be identified.
The major applications of the concept are enlisted here. In real life, the photos taken in crowded places are not always front or side facing. In these photos, the people are in action and have different posture and illumination condition. The recent evidence states that the structural 3D information captured by face scans can improve face recognition particularly in those situations where pose variations and illumination changes are concerned [3] . So the face identification can be achieved in any situation effectively. The crime detection is the main application of the concept. 3D games can be made realistic by placing actual character's face at cartoon character. 3D and animation movies also get such perks.
Techniques for attaining facial information for 3D reconstruction are broadly categorized into three techniques, namely, pure image-based techniques, hybrid image-based techniques and 3D scanning techniques. The pure imagebased techniques perform the reconstruction using only 2D images without estimating the real 3D structure. In hybrid image-based techniques both approximations and the data gained from images are used in the reconstruction process. The 3D scanning techniques have the capability to capture the complete 3D structure since scanned images provide both, geometry and texture information of the face [4] . Section 2 will explain the background theory. Section 3 will explain the proposed approach. Section 4 will conclude our work.
BACKGROUND THEORY
The concept of 3D object modeling is carried out by the Stereoscopic effect. If the object is seen with only left eye opened, the object is a bit more of the left side same as right eye opened, the object is a bit more of the right side. The brain fuses the two images together allowing one to see in three dimensions. This is known as stereoscopic vision. The most known method to generate 3D is Shape-from-shading, which takes a single image as input and uses single 3D reference model of a different person's face [1] . 3D Face reconstruction is a method in which the facial features are identified and extracted using Radial Basis Functions (RBF). 
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PROPOSED APPROACH
The step by step methodology is described in details for more understanding. The preprocessing task requires the following steps.
1. Take 2D images of front and side face. 2. In front face image, mark the three landmarks namely left and right eyes and center of lips. 3. In side face image, mark the two landmarks namely left eye and center of lips. 4. In front face, crop the image by marking top, bottom, left and right boundaries with retaining 10% proportional area with face boundary. 5. In side face also, crop the image by marking top, bottom, left and right boundaries with retaining 10% proportional area with face boundary. 6. Normalize the front face by rotating it such that the median of two eyes and center of lips comes in vertical line. 7. From front face, take horizontal bars of eyes and center of lips. According to these horizontal bars perform translation and matching on eyes and center of lips of side face.
For aligning and normalizing the landmark features, it is necessary to take orthogonal images as input for preprocessing task. Process starts with marking the facial landmark on images followed by cropping and rotating.
For the front face, mark the three facial landmarks namely both eyes and center of lips. These are the facial landmarks which are visible in both the face images and used as aspect ratio to match them with the original face. For the side face, mark the two facial landmark namely eye and center of lips. Now the images have to be cropped such that the images can be used to identify the landmark features. To crop the front face image, first four boundaries has to be marked, top, bottom, left and right side boundaries. The cropped image must retain 10% proportional area with the boundary of human face in each side. Same way generate the cropped image of side face.
To normalize the front face, first find the median of the two eyes and then rotate the image until the median point and center of lips comes in the vertical line. To find the median of the two eyes take average of x coordinates of both eyes. Now take one horizontal bar passing through eyes and another passing through center of lips. Horizontal bars are parallel to x-axis so the value of y coordinate remains same on the horizontal bar. Now take side face image and place the image such that the horizontal bars matches with the eye and center of lips. The horizontal bar passing through eyes of front face has to pass through the eye of side face and the same way for center of lips. Both the images are normalized now.
These are few assumptions which are followed by us in proposed approach to reconstruct 3D human face. The side face of human face is assumed to be symmetric on both the side. In other words, left side face is considered to be the same as the right side face of the human face. The accessories like ear-rings, glasses should not be worn while taking photos. The haircut or hairstyle shown in 3D face is ideal for all generated 3D face as each person has different hairstyle or haircut.
The proposed approach uses only twelve landmark features that are marked by human to generate unique facial signature. From that it produces 3D human face which is more likely suitable for visual analysis.
The following steps are performed to generate 3D human face.
1.
The aligned and normalized outcome of preprocessing task is taken as input images.
2.
Facial landmarks are identified manually by marking two eyes, two ears, two cheeks, center of lips, top of head, center of forehead, nose tip, chin in front face and eye, ear, cheek, center of lips, top of head, and center of forehead, nose tip, and chin and back of head in side face.
3.
Calculate 3D coordinates for twelve facial landmarks using following equation.
, , = ,
− X coordinate from front face image. − Y coordinate from front face image. − X coordinate from side face image. − Y coordinate from side face image.
In case, the front and side view are registered using landmarks, y and y are very close to each other.
4.
Create 3D morphable model in OpenGL.
5.
Reshape the morphable model performing translation, rotation and scaling operations using only nine landmarks. 6.
Manual editing for interior landmark features like eyes, nose, lips, ears, eyebrows. 7.
The Texture Generation Algorithm is used to produce texture image for texture mapping. 8.
The texture mapping utility of OpenGL is used for mapping texture images to morphable model. 
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In this novel method, the reconstruction process is divided into four steps namely identification of landmarks, construction of morphable model, reshaping of morphable model and texture generation and its mapping on morphable model. We are using Fig -1 The twelve landmarks are generated by combining eleven landmarks of front face and nine landmarks of side face those are marked manually. Fig -2 shows all twelve landmarks which are top of head, center of forehead, left eye, right eye, left ear, left cheek, nose tip, right cheek, right ear, center of lips, chin and back of head. The mismatched landmarks are back of head, eye, ear and cheek in both the images.
Fig -2: Front face and Side face landmark Features.
Feature identification is performed manually on the human face by above approach but it is also possible to automate this process by projecting chess pattern on human face at 45° angle and locating the corners on the front and side images. The object has [width, height] property in 2D. And for the 3D space, the object has an extra property called depth and represented by [width, height, depth] of the object. Width of the object in 3D space is measured from front face only; depth is measured from side face only and the height of the object from both the faces. When 3D object is plotted into 2D space, the front face image produces [width, height] properties and side face produces [depth, height] properties. As per these two concepts, the 3D coordinates' x value is x , z value is x and y value is yf +ys 2 . These 3D coordinates adjust the morphable model's landmarks into 3D space. The morphable model has appearance like human face as shown in Fig -6 .
Fig -6: Morphable model constructed in OpenGL.
The morphable model and the input images have very less possibility to be similar that's why it is necessary to reshape the morphable model. The Center of Gravity (CG) and Root Mean Square (RMS) are used for reshaping of morphable model.
Center of Gravity:
it is the center point of all the landmark points. Operations like translation, scaling, rotation are performed by taking CG as reference.
Root Mean Square: it calculates distance between CG and each landmark points.
The steps involved in reshaping of morphable model are described as below.
1. Calculate CG of front face image and morphable model only for front face landmark points excluding both cheeks landmarks. 2. Calculate RMS distance of remaining nine landmark points with respect to CG for morphable model and front face image. 3. Perform translation, rotation, translation, scaling, translation, rotation and scaling operation sequentially on the landmark points with respect to CG. 4. Repeat step 3 until RMS distance reduces to least and constant. 5. Similarly repeat step 1 to step 4 for side face image excluding cheek landmark.
The reduced RMS distance shows the optimum matching of morphable model to the actual face. The cheeks are excluded for reshaping algorithm as first objective is to reshape morphable model to match it with boundary of the face. The use of cheek landmarks is for automatic texture mapping algorithm. The actual morphable model is shown in Fig -6 . After performing reshape, the morphable model is modified and it looks like as shown in Fig -7 and 8 . Fig -7 is in solid fill and Fig -8 is textured mode. The morphable model is shown with the front and side images for comparing and mapping. The view is taken from 45° and -45° angle. These angles are best suited to match and verify 3D and 2D. The images when placed to the center, front and side face matches with each other. But for clear view to ears from front, the front face image is set at some distance.
Fig -7:
45° and -45° angle view of 3D solid morphable model. Front Face and Side face boundary matching is achieved with very much accuracy. Fig -11 shows the accuracy of matching. Still some manual matching of interior landmark has to be performed for higher accuracy.
Fig -11:
Front face and landmark matching.
After boundary matching, manual matching of interior landmarks is performed. The interior landmarks are like eyes, lips, ears, nose, eyebrows etc. Fig -12 shows the matching of interior landmarks like nose, ears. Other interior landmarks are also matched manually. The automatic way to match these landmarks is hard to define, yet not impossible. This can be achieved, but not in such short time.
Fig -12:
Manual nose matching.
Fig -13:
Manual ear matching.
OpenGL provides inbuilt support for texture generation and texture mapping provided with normalized texture coordinates. Using OpenGL, it is easy to model and to render any OpenGL object [12] .
Texture can refer to the actual image and it adds details to the computer generated graphics. Texture mapping is useful to get more realistic face [8] .
Texture generation and mapping is carried out in following way. Texture coordinates are passed to OpenGL to generate texture. The stored value of landmark features is normalized in-between 0 to 1 and same is used for texture coordinates. Fig -8, 10 and 15 are textured images. Fig -14 shows morphable model in solid fill, wireframe and textured mode. This is fully automatic approach as no user interaction is required. The approach is still under development. The texture taken for texturing is one point texture and is taken only from front face image. In this, the skin texture is taken from the cheek, lip texture is taken from lips and hair, eye center and eyebrow texture is taken from top of head.
One point texture:
The generated texture image is taken from only one pixel. The image from the pixel is stretched to make it as the shape of the triangle.
CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to reconstruct the 3D human face using existing morphable model, as the name suggests reconstruction. The proposed approach overcomes various difficulties like selection and manipulation of too many landmark features, number of input images, generation of widescreen texture image, requirement of gadgets and identification of landmarks manually. Generation using only two orthogonal images; front face and side face and twelve landmark features draw researchers' attention. Manual modification of interior landmark improves accuracy but takes increases time. Calculation of triangle area takes very less time as the number of triangles used in morphable are 1509. Only texture generation and mapping uses cheeks to improve accuracy of rendering. Accuracy can be achieved most by marking accurate landmark. The final result is comparable with the results of available tools. In future, it would be interesting to see whether the approach helps for human body reconstruction also.
